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THE CHAIRMAN: I think the programme in the Journal shows subsidies, State trading, quota preferences, quantitative restrictions and exchange control in that order. I have been asked, however, whether it would be possible for us to take quantitative restrictions and exchange control first. Would there be any objection from delegations to taking them in that order? I think the delegate for Chile, Mr Hawkins and Mr Shackleton still engaged, but will be here in a few moments. In view of their absence, I think perhaps it might be as well for us to deal with Article 21 first before 19, since I think we are in that way less likely to deal with matters upon which they may wish to touch. I suggest we proceed as we did yesterday and take the Articles first and the report thereon afterwards, Article 20 as submitted by the Drafting Committee is set out on page 29 of the document which you have in front of you, T/19. Is it the wish of the delegates that we read Articles individually, or would they be satisfied to take them as read?

Mr MELANDER (Norway): Mr Chairman, I think we should take them as read that would save time, I think.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that generally acceptable? Very well. We take the Articles paragraph by paragraph.

(The Chairman then called for comment on Article 20, paragraphs 1, 2, 3(a), (b), (c), (d), (e). There being no comment, these paragraphs were taken as agreed.)

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 4?

Mr HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, I have a small suggestion of a drafting character with regard to this Paragraph. The first two lines now read: "In giving effect to the restrictions imposed under this Article, a Member may select imports for restriction", and so forth. It seems to me that the intended meaning would be clearer if that were to read: "a Member may distinguish between products on the ground of essentiality in such a way as to promote" and so on. The way the original language was it does not give any indication of the purpose of the selection or even as to the character of it. It may even mean selecting on the ground of source. I think the small change I suggest does not alter the intended meaning.
THE CHAIRMAN: Would you give us the words again slowly so that we can write them down? This would involve deleting the words "select imports for restriction."

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Replacing them by?

MR HAWKINS (USA): "distinguish between products on the ground of essentiality."

THE CHAIRMAN: Would anybody like to comment on the suggested alteration?

MR VIDELA (Chile): I would prefer to leave the words as they are, Mr Chairman.

MR TUNG (China): I support that.

THE CHAIRMAN: You wish to retain the words "select imports for restriction"?

MR VIDELA (Chile): Yes.

MR TUNG (China): I support the suggestion of the Chilean delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder whether it might meet the United States' point, without involving an alteration to those words, if we merely inserted, "on the ground of essentiality."

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes, I think so.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would that be acceptable to the delegates for Chile and for China, if we left "select imports for restrictions" in?

MR VIDELA (Chile): I think we are limiting the freedom of a country to select imports for restriction, and I would therefore prefer to leave the words without any limitation.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would any other member of the Committee wish to put forward views on this question? Can we take it we have two alternatives before us: one to leave the words as they are and the other to insert after the word "restriction," the words "on the ground of essentiality"? Can we take it that is the suggested amendment of the United States, and we understand that the delegates of Chile and of China would oppose the inclusion of those words. May I have the views of other delegates, please?

MR MELANDER (Norway): Mr Chairman, I think the suggested amendment is an improvement. I think that it draws attention to the point that one should not apply import restrictions on this ground unless there is a reason for it, namely, that one shall have the opportunity to select goods which are of essential use to the country concerned; so that, as I say, I think the amendment is an improvement to the text. I would therefore
approve it and support it.

MR KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I support the amendment as proposed by the United States delegation.

MR LEGUYER (France) (Interpretation): France equally supports the amendment.

MR TUNG (China): I wish to inquire, if you insert that phrase "on the ground of essentiality," who is going to decide whether it is essential or not?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it is clear from the text that the decision would be made by the Government of the country concerned, that is to say, the country which was applying these restrictions would have a clear right to decide by its own standards what was essential.

MR TUNG (China): I would accept your interpretation if it is clearly understood in that way, and I wish to have that put on record.

MR VIDELA (Chile): Mr Chairman, I would agree to leave it like this, and I will accept the amendment proposed by the American delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Is there any other comment? I take it it is generally agreed that we accept the United States amendment of the addition of the words "on the ground of essentiality"? That will be on the understanding that the record makes it clear that it was agreed that the judgment as to what constituted "essentiality" in relation to this paragraph would be a matter for the Government of the country concerned to decide. Is there any further comment on paragraph 4? I take it paragraph 4 is agreed? (Agreed).

Paragraph 5. Any comments? There is a note at the end of this article, on the following page, which explains the reason why the words in square brackets in the third last line of this paragraph have been left in square brackets. The note reads: "The words in square brackets in paragraph 5 are intended to cover the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations as well as the intergovernmental specialized agencies." I suggest that we might delete the square brackets and leave the note with an asterisk, indicating that Note No.1 refers to this paragraph, or to this particular phrase. Any comment on paragraph 5? I take it paragraph 5 is agreed? (Agreed). That is together with the note. (Agreed).

Paragraph 6: There is a note.
referring to the words in square brackets here, indicating that these words should be retained only if the matter is not adequately covered in the Articles dealing with State Trading organizations. I suggest, in this case, we might leave the words in square brackets, so that the Drafting Committee, when it comes to look at the whole document, can decide whether they are necessary. Any comment on paragraph 6? I take it that paragraph 6 is agreed? (Agreed).

Paragraph 7: any comment? I take it paragraph 7 is agreed? (Agreed).

Article 21, paragraph 1. Any comment? May I take it that paragraph 1 is agreed?

MR TUNG (China): Mr Chairman, are we through with Article 20?

THE CHAIRMAN: Unless you wish to raise something.

MR TUNG (China): I just want to say that the Chinese delegation have proposed a suggested amendment to Article 20, which was circulated as Document 7/29, and I just want to state our position. We want to reserve the right to bring up this amendment again either in the Drafting Committee in New York or at the next session of the Preparatory Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. I should explain that the Sub-Committee did give consideration to the amendments proposed by the Chinese delegate, and certain of those amendments, the Sub-Committee felt, were covered in one way or another in those Articles, and the remaining one to which the Chinese delegate referred was listed for consideration at the last meeting of the Sub-Committee. But it was unfortunately not possible for the Chinese delegate to be present at that discussion, and so it was decided that the only thing to do was to leave the matter over, recognizing the right of the Chinese delegate to raise the matter further if he wished.

MR TUNG (China): I want to make it clear that the decision come to at the last meeting of the Sub-Committee which I attended was different from this Article 20. I did explain to the Sub-Committee that we wanted to reserve our position to bring up the issue later. I wish it put on record that that includes also amendments to Article 21 and also our Additional Article proposed in regard to restrictions to facilitate industrial development.
THE CHAIRMAN: The view of the Chinese delegation is referred to in the report on page 15. That will ensure that there is a record of the views stated and will clearly protect the right of the Chinese delegate to have this considered further. A suggestion has just been made to me which I think would be of assistance in this matter: that is, that before passing to Article 21, if we dealt with the report on Article 20, this would enable any matters not adequately covered in the Article itself, but which may have been dealt with in the report, to be covered. The report on Article 20 begins on page 7 of this document. I suggest we might take that now.

MR TUNG (China): Which part is it, Mr Chairman?

THE CHAIRMAN: The paragraph that sets out the Chinese point?

MR TUNG (China): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is the last paragraph of this Section of the Report, page 15.

MR TUNG (China): "The use of quantitative restrictions as a means for creating favourable conditions for the industrial development of an economically undeveloped country." Is that what you mean?

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 22 is the paragraph I am on.

MR TUNG (China): Yes. "It was generally agreed that these proposals to some extent had been met in this Chapter and in the Chapter on Industrial Development."
As I understand, the findings of the Joint Body on the draft Charter do not preclude any proposals we may make here. For instance, if my proposal for a new paragraph in this Article could be adopted by this Committee, that would not conflict with the resolutions on the draft Charter of the Joint Body?

THE CHAIRMAN: You would wish to add to this that your delegation wishes to reserve its position on this question?

MR TUNG (China): Yes, we want to bring that up later.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would the Secretariat see that that is made quite clear in the report - that the Chinese delegation have made a reservation in respect of an additional paragraph to the Article? Could we now turn to Article 20?

Article 20. Paragraph 1. (Page 7.) Is there any comment on this paragraph? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 2. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 3. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 4. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 5. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 6. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 7. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 8. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 9. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 10. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 11. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 12. Are there any comments?

THE RAPPORTEUR: In paragraph 12 I think it would probably be desirable to insert in the third line, after the word "restriction", the words "on the grounds of essentiality", so as to conform with the change that we agreed to in paragraph 4 of the text.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that agreed?

MR HELMORE (U.K.): Could I make an alternative suggestion which would help the Chinese delegation by making clear in this report - if there is no difficulty in doing so - the interpretation which we agreed in respect of this Article? I would suggest, instead of the Rapporteur's suggestion, that we might add, at the end of the paragraph, words like this, "in accordance with its own judgment as to the essentiality of the products concerned". That would come immediately after the word "policies" at the end of the paragraph. That, I think, is precisely the point that the Chinese delegation wanted to make clear.
MR TUNG (China): That is agreed.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that all right, Mr Rapporteur?

THE RAPPORTEUR: Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then is that agreed?

MR VIDELA (Chile): I would like to draw attention here to a declaration made by Mr Wilcox at one of the meetings of the Joint Committee of Committees I and II. I think he was referring to this point when he said that "a country would also be free to use quantitative restrictions as a protective measure under this procedure". I think it is of interest to have that opinion of Mr Wilcox on record. I was not present at the meeting but I found that declaration when reading the report of the meeting; it is on page 12. I would like also to explain why I wanted to keep the wording as it was in the draft: it was because I think it is very important to give freedom to the country concerned.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that is adequately brought out, is it not, both in the amendment to the Article and in the inclusion of the phrase which Mr Helmore has suggested: "in accordance with its own judgment as to the essentiality of the product concerned." The word "own" there is, of course, referring to the government of the country applying the restrictions.

MR VIDELA (Chile): The same wording will be repeated here, then?

THE CHAIRMAN: It is slightly different. It is not positively stated in the Article that the judgment on this matter would lie with the government concerned, although it is clear that that is the intention. Mr Helmore has suggested that we make that doubly clear by adding, in the appropriate section of the report, a specific reference to the fact that the judgment in this matter should be the judgment of the government concerned. Would that be agreeable?

MR VIDELA (Chile): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it, then, that this paragraph 12, as amended, will read:

"It was generally agreed that a Member imposing restrictions on balance of payments grounds should be permitted to select imports for restriction in such a way as to promote its domestic employment, reconstruction, development or social policies in accordance with its own judgment as to the essentiality of the products concerned." Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 13. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 14. I take it Paragraph 14 is agreed.
Paragraph 15. Paragraph 15 agreed.
Paragraph 16.

MR. TUNG (China): Mr. Chairman, I do not quite understand the last part of the first sentence in Paragraph 16 - "anticipates that its accruing international monetary resources will be inadequate to finance the needed imports of capital goods unless it imposes regulations in respect of certain classes of consumer goods." Does it imply that a Member is going to enjoy the rights under Article 20 if it imposes regulations on consumer goods, or is it the other way?

THE CHAIRMAN: That is a quotation from the message received from the Joint Committee. I understand that that has been amended and the text that is included in the draft you have in front of you is incorrect. It should read "that in Article 20 provision should be made to cover the position of a Member who, as a result of its plans for industrial development or reconstruction, anticipates that its accruing international monetary resources will be inadequate to finance the needed import of goods, e.g., capital goods, for the carrying out of such plans unless it imposes regulations restricting the imports of certain classes of goods, e.g., consumer goods." The main difference is that in the revised version the reference to capital goods and consumer goods is given only for the purposes of illustration.

MR. TUNG (China): But under what conditions does a Member get the benefit of the provision under Article 20?

THE CHAIRMAN: The latter part of this paragraph explains how the Sub-Committee considered that the request of the Joint Committee on Industrial Development had been met. It states under Para. 2(a) of this Article that a country could apply quantitative import restrictions to anticipate the imminent threat of a serious decline in its monetary reserves. Moreover, it is
there suggested that in interpreting this principle due regard should be had to any commitments or other circumstances which may be affecting a country's need for reserves. It follows that a country which was threatened with a serious decline in its reserves and which had heavy external payments to meet in the near future could protect its external position by import restrictions.

MR. TUNG (China): But must that Member country impose regulations on consumer goods before it can enjoy the privilege?

THE CHAIRMAN: It gives them a right to impose restrictions, for example, on consumer goods, in order to free their foreign exchange resources for the purchase of other goods which they consider more important, for example, capital goods. unless

MR. TUNG (China): But it seems to me that a Member imposes restrictions on consumer goods it cannot enjoy the privilege which will be given under Article 20. Is that clear?

THE CHAIRMAN: I am afraid I am not understanding.

MR. TUNG (China): If a member country does not impose any regulation on consumer goods, that means it is not to be assisted under any provision of Article 20? I do not know whether my question is clear?

THE CHAIRMAN: It is not.

MR. TUNG (China): In Article 20 provision is made to cover the position of a Member. That means, to give it certain freedom or privilege as a result of its plans for industrial development if its monetary reserves are going to be inadequate, and so on, but not unless it imposes regulation of consumer goods. So if it does not make any restriction on consumer goods that shows its monetary reserve is adequate and then it will not enjoy the privileges under Article 20?

THE CHAIRMAN: This merely suggests they should be given the right to impose restrictions if they feel it necessary to do so.
They do not have to put them on any particular class of goods; they can choose the classes of goods on which they want to put the restrictions, quite freely, in accordance with their development or reconstruction policies. Is that clear?

MR. TUNG (China): Yes, but I do not quite understand about the word "unless". It seems to be a kind of requirement or condition.

THE CHAIRMAN: Which is the word you do not understand?

MR. TUNG (China): "unless it imposes regulations".

THE CHAIRMAN: That merely means that if it did not impose any import restrictions it would not have sufficient foreign exchange resources to buy both its capital goods and consumers goods which its nationals would want to buy abroad.

MR. TUNG (China): Well, we may have enough resources or we may not, but that has no connection with the imposition of regulations on consumers goods. They may not impose any regulation on consumers goods, but their monetary reserve may still be adequate.

THE CHAIRMAN: The purpose here is to deal with a country which has not got sufficient international resources because it is following a policy of development or reconstruction internally. The request is, that we should give to these countries the right to impose restrictions on imports so that their development or reconstruction policy would not be prevented by the waste of their international resources on goods which they did not think sufficiently important.

MR. TUNG (China): I quite understand the purpose, but the language is not clear to me, because "unless" would make it seem that it is something required of a Member country.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is quite clear, I think, that it is not intended that a country should be granted freedom to restrict its imports of any classes of goods if it has sufficient foreign exchange resources.
resources to pay for all of them. If it has sufficient external resources to pay for all goods that it might wish to import, then it is clear that this would not permit it to impose restrictions. Is that the point?

Any other comment on Paragraph 16? I take it Paragraph 16 is agreed.

Paragraph 17? Paragraph 17 agreed. Paragraph 18?

MR. HELMORE (UK): Mr. Chairman, is the quotation here accurate? Should it not be "A member may select imports for restriction on grounds of essentiality in such a way"?

THE CHAIRMAN: To bring this quotation into line with the change made in the draft Article 20 it is necessary to insert in the quotation after the word "restriction" - "on grounds of essentiality".

Paragraph 18 agreed.

Paragraph 19? Any comment? I take it as agreed.

Paragraph 20. Any comment? I take it as agreed.

Paragraph 21? Paragraph 21 agreed.

Paragraph 22? Paragraph 22 agreed.

I take it that the Report covering this Article is adopted subject to the request of the Chinese Delegation that his reservation on the draft amendment submitted by his Delegation is made clear.

Shall we take Article 21 now, dealing first with the text? It is page 35 of the Document T/19. Paragraph 1. Any comment? Paragraph 1 is agreed.
Paragraph 2? Any further comment on paragraph 2? I take it paragraph 2 is agreed. Paragraph 3?

JOHNSON (New Zealand): Mr Chairman, there is a small point I am wishing to make in connection with paragraph 2 (e). I would suggest that we add at the end of that paragraph the words: "subject to importation being made within the prescribed period to which the quota relates". It would be very difficult to administer any system of quantitative regulation unless you could have some limitation over the time within which imports could be made.

MORTON (Australia): Australia will support that suggestion.

HELMORE (UK): Mr Chairman, we are in agreement with the idea underlying the New Zealand proposal. It does, however, occur to us, hearing this for the first time and not having had very long to think about it, that there might conceivably be — though I cannot think how — a quota of this sort laid down which was without period; that is to say, a country might say: We are prepared to license a thousand items, and we will split them up, five hundred to this country, two hundred and fifty to that and two hundred and fifty to that. When that thousand has come in, we will think about it again and a definite period might not be laid down. So that if New Zealand would agree to their amendment reading "subject to importation being made within any prescribed period to which the quota may relate", that point would be covered.

JOHNSON (New Zealand): I would agree with that, Mr Chairman.

CHAIRMAN: Is there any comment on this suggested addition? We take it then that the suggested amendment which would add to paragraph 2 (e) the words "subject to importation being made within any prescribed period to which the quota may relate" is accepted.

KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I want to raise a question in connection with this Article. The case of Czechoslovakia has been put forward repeatedly concerning the fact that a very great part of Czechoslovak foreign trade is with countries with inconvertible currencies, and we do not know whether those countries will be members of the International Monetary Fund. That is the first point. Secondly, their monetary position is such that, even if we can assume
that the International Monetary Fund will do something for them to help their monetary situation, even then we are afraid that when we have to export to these countries we shall be faced with the problem that we cannot get payment in any other way than by buying from them. I do not know if this case is covered in this Article or whether we should put forward some amendment.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Subcommittee did consider the points put forward by the Czechoslovakian delegation and dealt with them in Article 22. I would suggest that we leave the point until then, when the Czechoslovakian delegate can decide whether his points are adequately met.

Mr. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that, with the amendment put forward by the New Zealand and United Kingdom delegates, Article 2 is adopted.

(Paragraphs 2, 4 and 5 were put to the Meeting by the Chairman and adopted.)

Could we now turn to the report on this Article 21, on page 16 of the document T/19. Is there any comment on paragraph 1 of this report, I take it paragraph 1 is agreed. Now paragraph 2. There will be some addition to paragraph 2 (e) here to make it conform to the amendment to the Article itself. I presume that precisely the same words could be employed here. Is that agreed? Paragraph 2, as amended, is agreed to. Paragraph 3? Paragraph 3 is agreed to. Shall we take Article 22, page 38 in the document. This is the Article which deals with the problem referred to by the delegate for Czechoslovakia. As this is fairly complex, I suggest we take it sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph.

(Draft Article 22 was put to the Committee sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph and adopted.)
In relation to the point raised by the delegate of Czechoslovakia, it is not entirely clear at a glance the precise implications of Draft Article 22 in regard to the problem of non-convertible currencies, but I think the explanation is embodied in more readily understandable terms in the report itself, so that, before we finally leave Article 22, could we turn to the report and look that over, and if the delegate of Czechoslovakia, and other delegates for that matter, is satisfied, we will take Article 22 as agreed. If not, we will come back to it. Is paragraph 1 agreed? (Agreed). I think that we might ask the Rapporteur to read this Section dealing with non-convertible currencies as it is a matter of considerable complexity and importance.

THE RAPPORTEUR: "2. A more difficult problem arises in the treatment of inconvertible currencies" (reading from page 18 of Document E/PC/T/19 down to the words) "this prior approval would be obligatory" (on page 22).

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any comments on that section?

MR KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): I am sorry to say that I think we will have to think it over and study it closely. For the time being I will not raise any objection, but I feel, in reading it again, that we will have to think again on this.

MR HELMORE (U.K.): I have one drafting amendment, which I suggest with some hesitation, in this very carefully considered report. It is in paragraph 3 on page 19. Perhaps before I give the amendment I could explain the effect of it. This paragraph is a theoretical and "by way of example" exposition of the problem. I believe it would be better not to convey any implication here that we are talking about any particular members of the Organisation. We have not got on to that point yet; we are simply talking about the problem which confronts a country; so all I want to do in the second line is to read "Country A" and in the third line to read "Country B".

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that agreeable? (Agreed.) Is there any other comment on this section of the report? I take it, then, that this part of the report, down to paragraph 8, is agreed. (Agreed.)

Paragraph 9. There seems to be some verbal correction required there. There should be a letter "s" on "Provision". Are there any comments on this paragraph? (Agreed.)
Paragraph 10. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

May we look now at Draft Article 23, on page 40 of the document? Is there any comment on paragraph 1? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 2. Any comments? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 3. Certain words are placed in square brackets here to indicate that in relation to them reference should be made to paragraphs 2 and 3 of the report covering this Article. Is there anything else on this paragraph? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 4. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 5. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 6. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

Could we now take the report on Article 23, which commences on page 23 of the document? Paragraph 1. Are there any comments? (Agreed.)

I understand the Rapporteur has a suggestion for a new paragraph following paragraph 1.

THE RAPPORTEUR: I must confess that I failed to follow the instructions in drafting this report and left out a paragraph. There is no explanation of the second paragraph of the Article. I would suggest, therefore, adding the following paragraph as a new No.2, the old No.2 to become No.3, and so on. It reads:

"It was agreed that Members should undertake not to seek by exchange action to frustrate the purposes of this Charter, nor to seek by trade action to frustrate the purposes of the Articles of Agreement of the International Monetary Fund."

THE CHAIRMAN: Is it agreed that the paragraph as read by the Rapporteur should be included after paragraph 1 to cover the second paragraph of the Article? (Agreed.)

We turn now to the new paragraph 3. Is there any comment? (Agreed.)

Now we have the new paragraph 4.

THE RAPPORTEUR: On paragraph 4, on reconsideration of the draft I felt it was not entirely clear on one point, and I would like to suggest adding a sentence at the end of the paragraph, to read as follows:

"Pending this further examination, the Draft Article 23 in the Appendix to this Report has been expressed in a way which implies that Members of the Organisation would, in general, be expected to be Members of the Fund, but that means could be provided for non-members of the Fund to join the Organisation."

THE CHAIRMAN: Is it agreed that we add that sentence to paragraph 4? (Agreed.)

Now we have the new paragraph 5. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

Any comments on new paragraph 6? (Agreed.)

We go now to Article 19, with which we have not yet dealt. We will deal with the Draft Article itself first, on page 25 of the document. Any comments on
Paragraph 1? Is it agreed? (Agreed.)

We might take paragraph 2 sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph. Paragraph 2(c). Any comments?

THE rapporteur: In paragraph 2(a)(iii), the next to last word in the second line should be "of" instead of "or".

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Is there any further comment on 2(c)? (Agreed.)

2(b). Any comments?

MR TUNG (China): We have a suggested amendment for Article 19(2)(b) which was circulated as document C.II/W.63. The suggested amendment reads like this:

"Export prohibitions or restrictions on agricultural, mineral or other essential products which are imposed or maintained to safeguard a decent livelihood for the people, to facilitate industrial progress and to stabilize domestic prices so as to achieve a balanced development of national economy."

We think the original provision as put in the Report here is insufficient to provide for these requirements in relation to the livelihood of the population and industrial progress, and so we should like to have it amended.

THE CHAIRMAN: The proposal of the Chinese delegation is dealt with in Paragraph 12 of the Sub-Committee's Report on this Article. It reads as follows:

"It was suggested by one Delegation that restrictions on exports should be permissible for the safeguard of living standards, for the facilitation of industrial development and for the stabilization of domestic prices so as to achieve a balanced development of the national economy, and that import restrictions should be permissible for the enforcement of governmental measures to regulate domestic production, distribution and consumption so as to maintain a dynamic equilibrium between the diverse economic activities of a nation in the process of industrialization. After discussion of these suggestions, there was wide agreement in the Sub-Committee that these proposals were already adequately covered in the proposals of the Joint Committee of Committees I and II on industrial development and by the proposals made by the Sub-Committee in regard to the use of import restrictions under Article 20 to safeguard the balance of payments. These latter proposals are in line with a request received from the Joint Committee that provision should be made to cover the position of a member who, as a result of its plans..."
"for industrial development or reconstruction, anticipates that its accruing international monetary resources will be inadequate to finance the needed imports of capital goods unless it imposes regulations in respect of certain classes of consumer goods".

It was therefore, I take it, the view of the Sub-Committee that the substance of the amendment proposed by the Chinese delegate is embodied in the Charter in other places. Is that view acceptable to the Chinese delegate, or would he wish to reserve his position on this?

MR. TUNG (China): I just want to say a few words of explanation. I have read over the draft article of this Joint Body, which is 3(a), which provides that a Member shall only have the right to impose restrictions after long processes of consultation with regard to finance and other matters—about seven processes to be undertaken before any measures could be adopted—and I think if we have to go through that long process of consultation the measures would never be adopted, or at least their effect would be undermined.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does any other delegate wish to comment upon this suggestion of the Chinese delegate? I take it then that it is the view of the Committee that if the Chinese delegate wishes to press this point he should do it by reserving his position. The Chinese delegate would wish to reserve his position on this question?

MR. TUNG (China): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Anything further on Paragraph 2(b)? I take it 2(b) is agreed. Paragraph 2(c), any comment? Paragraph 2(c) agreed. Paragraph 2(d)? Paragraph 2(d) agreed. Paragraph 2(e)

MR. MELANDER (Norway): Mr. Chairman, we are very much in doubt as to the wisdom of introducing an exception on the lines of 2(c). We feel that although this exception is qualified in many respects it is, after all, doubtful whether it would not be better to leave it out. In any case, we would not be

18.
to going further than the original suggested draft put forward by the United States delegation, and consequently we would like to suggest that the words "or fisheries" should go out in the first line of paragraph 2(e).

THE CHAIRMAN: It is suggested to delete the words "or fisheries" in line 1 of paragraph 2(e), and presumably anywhere else where it appears in the Article.

MR. MELANDER (Norway): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does anyone wish to comment upon this suggestion from the delegate of Norway?

MR. SHACKLE (UK): I think the United Kingdom delegation would desire to see those words retained. It seems to me that the position of fisheries is in a way a special one, in that gluts of fish are very liable to occur, and if, shall we say, the United Kingdom were to do anything with a view to mitigating those gluts of home-caught fish, clearly the arrangement would not be effective if there were not some corresponding arrangement to deal with imports of foreign-caught fish. In order, therefore, to make such arrangements possible, I think it is necessary to keep those words "or fisheries".

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Mr. Chairman, on this particular point I remember that I raised the question of whaling products, and also I have made the reservation of two words, "agricultural" and "fisheries". On this particular point of fisheries I would like to make it quite clear that although we are not interested in sending fresh fish to Great Britain, we are actually sending the products of whaling. It is a new industry in Chile, and a very prosperous one, involving a great number of factories, a large amount of capital and many workers. I therefore second the proposal made by the Norwegian delegate. In addition, I have previously made my suggestion for the deletion of the word "agricultural" - both "agricultural" and "fisheries".
THE CHAIRMAN: You want to delete them both?

MR. VIDEILA (Chile): Yes. That is my old proposal.

THE CHAIRMAN: It has a somewhat different effect.

MR. VIDEILA (Chile): What I mean is, while we are discussing the particular point of fisheries I wish to back the proposal made by the Norwegian delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: You would support the suggested amendment of the Norwegian delegate, but you would presumably prefer the deletion of both words?

MR. VIDEILA (Chile): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any other comment?

MR. TUNG (China): Mr. Chairman, the Chinese Delegation has also suggested an amendment to (5), which reads:

"Import prohibitions or restrictions on specific agricultural, mineral, or manufactured products, imported in any form necessary to the enforcement of governmental measures which operate to regulate production, distribution and consumption of like domestic products, with a view to maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between the diverse economic activities of a nation in the process of industrialization."

However, I could accept an alternative amendment as suggested by the Chilean delegate, by the deletion of the words "agricultural" and "fisheries" at the beginning of this sub-paragraph, but also I should like the deletion of the last three sentences on page 27 of the Report, beginning with the word "Moreover", because we could never agree to any fixed ratio between the imported products and the domestic like products.

THE CHAIRMAN: You want to delete from "Moreover" to "consultations" on page 27?

MR. TUNG (China): Yes.
THE CHAIRMAN: Can we take these amendments in order? The first proposal we have before us is that from the delegate of Norway to the effect that he wishes to delete the words "or fisheries" in the first line of this paragraph. Is there any other comment on that particular proposed amendment? I think it would be as well if we were able to get a clear indication of views on this. Would those who favour the deletion of the words "or fisheries" indicate by raising their hands?
(There was a show of hands.) In view of the fact that the number is limited, I suggest that we ask those delegates if they desire to press this point or to reserve their position on it and ask the Secretariat to make the necessary changes.

Mr MELANDER (Norway): Mr Chairman, I would like to reserve this particular point and to have it included in the note on Article 19.

Mr TUNG (China): I wish to be associated with that.

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, we now take the amendment suggested by the Chilean delegate and supported by the Chinese delegate; that is that the words "agricultural or fisheries" be deleted. Are there any comments on this proposed amendment?

Mr SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, I have already I think in the earlier session of this Committee explained the reasons why we consider that this paragraph should be limited to agricultural and fisheries products. Perhaps I might briefly state those reasons again. Our views are that agriculture is special in that its products are liable to frequent and large fluctuations of price and of supply, and also in that agricultural producers are very numerous, often small and unorganised, and that therefore it is frequently necessary for their governments to intervene in order to introduce some organisation into the business. For that reason we think there is a special case for dealing with agriculture in this way, a case which does not exist for manufactured products or minerals.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further comment on this? Would the delegate for Chile like to reply?

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Mr Chairman, I feel that this has been sufficiently discussed, and I merely want to give this explanation: it says here "One delegate desires" — that will be "some delegates" or "two delegates desire" — "that the words 'agricultural or fisheries' should be removed after the words 'import restrictions on any', at the beginning of 2 (e)."

THE CHAIRMAN: That is in the report.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Yes, but I would like to have the explanation here as well, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further comment? Would those who favour the deletion of the words "agricultural or fisheries" from this
Mr VIDEALA (Chile): I would like to make a brief explanation; it is that the agreement adopted referring to "fisheries" probably would not be used as a device for restricting the importation of the products of the whaling industry, because I have a note here from my colleague which says that a whale is not a fish.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, I would like to say this: if the delegate for Chile will look at the Annual Statement on Trade and Navigation of the United Kingdom, he will see there a section which is headed "Whale Fisheries"; so that if we are inaccurate in this matter, we are inaccurate in good company.

THE CHAIRMAN: Could we look now at the amendment suggested by the Chinese delegate. He suggests the deletion of all words in this paragraph including and after the word "Moreover", on the ground that he would be unwilling to accept for his delegation a fixed relationship between imports and domestic products in the circumstances contemplated by this Article. Is there any comment on this. I should perhaps draw attention to the fact that in the relevant section of the report this question of the fixed relationship between imports and domestic production was referred to. On page 4 at the very end of paragraph 6 it is stated that "The view was, however, expressed that such
a rule" — that is a rule establishing a fixed relationship between imports and domestic production — "will weigh unduly on the domestic producers, since the exporters in other countries might be able more readily to find alternative markets".

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Mr Chairman, this is the point raised by the Australian delegation.

THE CHAIRMAN: No; I think the point was raised by the Indian delegate. I take it that the substance of the proposal of the Chinese delegate is in line with that comment embodied in paragraph 6. My attention has been drawn to the fact that paragraph 7 of the report is also relevant to this question. Paragraph 7 reads: "The suggestion was put forward by two Delegations that the exception in the case of agricultural products should be widened by permitting restrictions on imports without restrictions on home production so as to maintain domestic prices at a level sufficient to cover domestic costs of production or so as to enable a domestic surplus to be cleared. After discussion there was general agreement that such proposals would extend the scope of the exception to an undesirable degree. Would anybody wish to comment on the proposal of the Chinese delegate?

Mr. VAN KLEFFENS: (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, the same sentence has caused us some difficulty as to its wording, and we would like the Drafting Committee to go into this wording, because as it stands it might cause some difficulties of interpretation. I think the general meaning is acceptable, but the wording leaves something to be desired.

THE CHAIRMAN: Will the Secretariat note the request of the Netherlands delegate that the Drafting Committee might examine the wording of this paragraph carefully to ensure that its meaning is adequately expressed. Is there any further comment on the amendment proposed by the Chinese delegate? Will those who favour the amendment indicate by raising the right hand. (There was a show of hands.) In the circumstances I would suggest that the Chinese delegate could meet his point by associating himself with the reservation or the point made by the Indian delegate which is embodied in the report. We could amend the report to make it clear that more than one delegate was associated with that view.
Mr Chairman, I want to make clear my suggestion that these sentences should be deleted. We want those three sentences entirely deleted because we could never agree to any fixed ratio.

HE CHAIRMAN: That will be embodied in the report as part of the Chinese delegate's reservations. Is there anything else on sub-paragraph (e)? I take it that it is agreed. Now, (f). Is that agreed? I think the notes have been covered during the discussion of the various paragraphs.

SHACKLE (UK): Do we now discuss the report on this?

HE CHAIRMAN: Yes, we take the report on Article 19, which commences on page 2 of the document. Paragraph 1 — is there any comment? We take paragraph 1 as agreed. Paragraph 2 — agreed. Paragraph 3? Paragraph 3 is agreed. Paragraph 4? That is agreed. Paragraph 5? Paragraph 5 is agreed. Paragraph 6.

MELANDER (Norway): Mr Chairman, I would like to have inserted in paragraph 6 — I think the most appropriate place would be a new sentence after the second sentence reading: "There was wide agreement for the view that a clause on these lines was desirable". I think at that point it would be advantageous from my point of view to have inserted that "One delegate" — or, if the Chinese and Chilean delegations also agree — "some delegations doubted the advisability of introducing an exception on the lines suggested in Article 19 (e), and that in any case they" or "that delegation would not agree to the extension of the exception beyond the original suggested Charter, and that consequently the words 'or fisheries' should go out."
That is not the exact wording; I have not got the exact wording. It is only meant as an indication to the Secretariat, and I would be glad if the Secretariat would deal with that point.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that the delegate of Norway can take it that the point will be covered and I think the place he has indicated is the right place for its inclusion. I suggest that we leave the precise wording to the Rapporteur. Is that agreeable?

MR MELANDER (Norway): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Similarly in relation to the extension of the next part of the sentence: It is clear that it would be necessary to amend this, to note that there was more than one delegation who proposed that the exception should not be confined to agricultural and fishery products. Would the reference here which I think is expressed in the words th. Chilean delegate himself used, meet your point?

MR VIDELIA (Chile): Yes.


MR TUNG (China): On paragraph 7, which covers the point I raised a moment ago, how do you change that, because originally there were two delegations and now it is more than two.

THE CHAIRMAN: "by some delegations" - that might meet it.

MR TUNG (China): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Instead of specifying two, we could say, "suggestions put forward by some delegations.

MR TUNG (China): I would rather see it covered by deleting the last part of this sentence.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes; I think it is clear that we might make reference to this specific Chinese suggestion and that the last three sentences of the paragraph should be deleted.

MR VAN KLEFFENS (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I have only one point on paragraph 7. There is a reservation there. I do not want to press it now, but, on the other hand, it says here: "after discussion there was general agreement," and so on. That is a bit strong. I would propose to put in: "after
THE CHAIRMAN: Delete "there was general agreement" and insert "it was felt."

MR VAN KLEFFENS (Netherlands): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any objection? I think some change is clearly necessary. To say that there was general agreement is an overstatement. Is that agreed?

(Agreed).

Paragraph 11. (Agreed). Paragraph 12. There will, of course, be an incidental amendment to the quotation at the end of this paragraph to bring it into line with the precise wording of the message actually received. It is at the top of page 6. The Secretariat will deal with that.

Paragraph 13.

MR HELMORE (UK): Mr Chairman, I think the delegation referred to in the opening sentence of paragraph 13 is not now represented. I wonder if, in those circumstances, we could leave this paragraph for the time being?

THE CHAIRMAN: For the time being?

MR HELMORE (UK): Yes, until they are represented.

THE CHAIRMAN: I see. In the absence of the Indian delegate, from whom this suggested addition originated, I think it is wise for us to accept the suggestion of the delegate for the United Kingdom and defer consideration of paragraph 13 finally and I suggest that we begin our activities this afternoon by dealing with this paragraph before we go on with our other work.

MR SHACKLE (UK): Before we leave this passage, Mr Chairman, I should like to call attention to a typewritten sheet which I think has been distributed and which is suggested for insertion as paragraph 14 at this point. I am not quite sure whether everybody has the paper, and it might possibly be for the convenience of the Committee if I read it through - it is not long. It reads like this: "The Committee considered the question of the treatment of certain existing preferential arrangements which were established under international agreements but not affected by the normal method of a difference in rates of duty. In these special circumstances they recommend that any such arrangement remaining after the negotiations..."
contemplated for April 1947 should be dealt with by a provision in a protocol to the Charter or, pending the conclusion of the Charter, to the general agreement on tariffs and trade, to the effect that 'The member applying these arrangements shall be entitled to continue them or equivalent measures pending either (a) an arrangement under Chapter VI if the member countries concerned desire that a product should be made the subject of such an arrangement, or (b) some other arrangement regarding the matter between the member countries concerned.' The Committee agreed further that only a very limited number of commodities fall under this heading and that the countries concerned should establish the facts about them so that this recommendation on the subject could be taken into account in the forthcoming negotiations. It was further recognized that the concessions, or lack of concessions, in respect of the items concerned would, for purpose of assessing the results of the negotiations, stand on the same footing as concessions, or lack of concessions, in respect of particular tariff or preference items. "I think the Committee will recall that at an earlier session of this Committee the delegate of Australia raised the case of certain commodities on which a preference has been given, not by way of tariffs, but by way of quotas. The consequence of that is that, while tariff preferences would be negotiable under Article 18, there was no provision in the draft Charter as it then stood for dealing with the position of those preferences accorded by means of quotas. It was agreed that a small sub-committee should go into the matter. That small sub-committee has held a number of meetings, and this paper is what they suggest should be put into our report in order to deal with the point. I trust that the paper is reasonably self-explanatory. I have only one explanation to add in regard to it. It is a statement which I would like to see included in the verbatim record, and it runs as follows: "The United Kingdom Delegation understands that the commodities in question for the purpose of this paragraph are beef, mutton, lamb, bacon and processed milk imported into the United Kingdom from Commonwealth and other sources." Thank you, Mr Chairman.
THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any comment on this suggested inclusion in draft Article 19?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I would like to support its inclusion, Mr Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it then that this is agreed for incorporation in Article 19. Presumably a corresponding paragraph will be required in the draft report.

MR SHICKLE (UK): This is intended for the draft report.

THE CHAIRMAN: I see. That is agreed? (Agreed).

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Mr Chairman, I should like to make a statement.

We have been concerned this morning with being confronted with a very complex set of documents relating to quantitative regulations and exchange control. The New Zealand delegation have not been able to give adequate study, in the limited time available since the documents were issued, to the proposals, which must be considered in conjunction with those relating to industrial development, and to see how far they cover the proposals on which we made submissions and with the principles to which we desire to adhere set out in paper numbered E/PC/T/C.II/22, and supporting verbal statements. No doubt other delegations are in the same position. It is understood, however, that it is not intended that there should be any commitments at this stage by signifying acceptance or otherwise of the proposals before us. On behalf of New Zealand, therefore, we should like it to be recorded that these proposals are being accepted purely as a basis for further consideration and discussion.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is clear.

MR TUNG (China): I join with the New Zealand delegate in the view he has just expressed.

THE CHAIRMAN: I suggest the meeting should now adjourn and that we reassemble at three o'clock. Thank you.

(The meeting rose at 1.15 p.m.)

(For verbatim report of afternoon session, see Part 2 of E/PC/T/C.II/PV/13)
THE CHAIRMAN: Before we complete the report dealing with Quantitative Restrictions, it is necessary for us to finalise the paragraph 13 of the report covering the subject matter of Article 19. This is on page 6 of the document. You will remember we deferred this from this morning since I understand that the delegation mainly interested was absent at that time.

MR LOKANATHAN (India): Mr Chairman, I am sorry for my absence this morning; I had an appointment which required my getting away in good time. One of the delegations referred to at the beginning of paragraph 13 is the Indian delegation, and I should like to take this opportunity of clarifying our position in this matter. Our views on quantitative restrictions are well known. We believe that they are a legitimate form of protection in appropriate circumstances and under adequate safeguards. We hoped that one of the ways by which we could get satisfaction in respect of this matter was through the chapter on Industrial Development; but, having considered that, we felt that the procedure laid down therein was too cumbersome and likely not to afford the facility those countries may need without undue delay or undue stress. Hence a more general exception was sought to be provided for by us by asking for a further amendment of Article 19. Since we made that reservation, however, we have been advised that the matter will be looked into more closely with the view of meeting the standpoint of India and other countries, and that the relevant Article in the chapter on Industrial Development might be amended so as to be more satisfactory to us.

Should that eventuate, Mr Chairman, we should only be too glad to reconsider our reservation here, as our anxiety has been all through to provide for the use of quantitative restrictions under adequate but not excessive or almost impossible safeguards. In other words, we want a provision which would enable a country to have recourse to quantitative restrictions and get the approval of the Organisation with reasonable ease and celerity, provided it is in conformity with criteria laid down by the Organisation, of which, of course, one important consideration would be whether the particular form of quantitative restriction would be less restrictive than alternative forms of protection.
Due notice will of course be given to the Organization, and it should be open to the Organization to accede to this without needless formalities, subject to defined tests, which should be easily applicable.

Mr. Chairman, if after examining the provisions contained in the Chapter on industrial development later on we feel that this matter is amply provided for we should not like to press this reservation here, but whether we can take it back or not will depend very much upon the sort of improvement that we hope might be put in when we meet again. Subject to these things I wish to say that we approve this paragraph as it is.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comment on this paragraph?

MR. HELMORE (UK): Mr. Chairman, some delegations here will know that the last words in this paragraph were mainly attributable to the United Kingdom. In the light of what has been said, if the Indian delegation could agree to state their reservation with the reason, if we could insert some such words as "since they thought the procedure laid down in the draft Chapter on Industrial Development needed further examination", then I think we would be perfectly content to have our view recorded, that we thought the procedure in the Industrial Development Chapter was satisfactory. That would lead, I think, to a Report which would not make the world think there had been a great and irreconcilable row about this point, which indeed there was not. Would that suggestion be acceptable?

MR. Lokanathan (India): Yes, that would be all right.

THE CHAIRMAN: That would be "Some delegations announced that because they" --

MR. HELMORE (UK): "considered".

MR. Lokanathan (India): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: "that the procedure laid down in the draft Chapter on industrial development" --
MR. HELMORE (UK): Perhaps we might insert a reference there, if I could give it to you in a moment or two - "needed further examination", and then it would go on as in the text.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is Article 4, paragraph 3 of the Industrial Development Chapter.

MR. HELMORE (UK): It is really 3 (a) and (c), since 3(b) refers to a case where a member has undertaken an obligation.

THE CHAIRMAN: It would then read "because they considered that the procedure laid down in Article 4, paragraph 3 (a) and (c) of the draft Chapter on industrial development needed further examination, they might propose an addition", etc. In that case, the United Kingdom suggest that the view of the other delegations might be altered to read "Other delegations considered that the procedure laid down in the draft" - you could leave that sentence pretty much as it stands, could you not?

MR. HELMORE (UK): Yes - "that this point was sufficiently met".

THE CHAIRMAN: Then the last sentence would be deleted.

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): We wanted to add that it would be further considered, further examined, or something of that kind.

MR. HELMORE (UK): That comes in the first sentence. May I read the whole paragraph as it would go now? "Some delegations announced that because they thought that the procedure laid down in the draft Chapter on industrial development" - and then the reference needed further examination, they might propose an addition to Article 19 paragraph 2 to include another exception in the following terms" - and then again the quotation. "Other delegations considered that this point was sufficiently met in the draft Chapter relating to industrial development".

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not quite sure whether that does not require some alteration, the point in this case being, it seems to me, that the delegations referred to considered that the procedure required further examination. I think it would be better to
say "Other delegations considered that the procedure was appropriate".

MR. HELMORE (UK): "the procedure in question".

THE CHAIRMAN: "the procedure in question was appropriate". Then, of course, the fact that there are two views on this question would quite clearly imply that further examination of that question would be undertaken at the Second Session. Is that acceptable to delegations?

MR. LOKANATHAN (India): What about the last sentence?

THE CHAIRMAN: The last sentence is deleted - "Other delegations considered that the procedure in question was appropriate".

MR. HELMORE (UK): Perhaps we should say "however".

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes - "Other delegations, however, considered". Is that acceptable? Then I take it that Paragraph 13 as amended is agreed.

That completes the Report on Quantitative Restrictions. It remains only for us to record our thanks to the Drafting Committee, and particularly to our Rapporteurs, who have done such valuable work indeed in this - even more than usual, I think.

MR. GUNDER (US): Mr. Chairman, I should like to point out that Mr. Meade, of the United Kingdom delegation, is primarily responsible for this Report, and I consider it a very excellent job.

THE CHAIRMAN: Can we pass on to consideration of Subsidies? There are two parts to this Report. Part I deals with the Report of the Sub-Committee on Subsidies on Manufactured Goods. Have we a Rapporteur or Chairman of the Sub-Committee who could introduce this? If not, then we proceed straight to examine it.

Any comment on Part I? Approved.

Part II. Anything on the first paragraph of Part II? Then I take it it is agreed.

Any comment on the second paragraph?
MR. SHACKLE (UK): There is just one point. It is really a question of clarification. This Report now before us of the Sub-Committee on Subsidies on Manufactured Goods ends up by saying, in the very last sentence, "In view of these facts no change in Article 25 of the draft Charter was considered necessary". Of course, that may refer to one of two things. It might refer either to the draft as it was printed in the original United States Draft Charter, or, on the other hand, it might refer to the somewhat amended version which forms the appendix to paper T/21, the Report of the Drafting Sub-Committee on Subsidies on Primary Products, which we shall now go on to consider. In that version in the appendix to paper T/21 it will be seen that a complete context is given which would cover both subsidies in general and also, in particular passages, subsidies on primary products. I think we perhaps need to clear up that little ambiguity. I presume that the last sentence of paper No. 20 can be read as referring to the version in the appendix to paper T/21. If so, all is clear. If not, we have an inconsistency.
THE CHAIRMAN: Could we leave out the reference to the draft Charter a
say Article 25, as embodied in the appendix?

Mr SHACKLE (UK): In the appendix to paper 21? It is a separate paper
is not it?

THE CHAIRMAN: No change in the draft Article 25 as embodied in
or as appended to Document T/21. It will be necessary
the Secretariat in combining the report, of course, to change that
particular reference, since it will not appear presumably as document
in the combined report; but if we leave it as such, it will make it
quite clear to which particular draft we are referring, and the pre-
drafting can be attended to by the Secretariat. Is that agreeable?
Is there anything else on that paragraph? I take it that the report
the Subcommittee on Subsidies on manufactured goods is approved.
Again we offer our thanks to the Committee. We pass now to the repor-
the Joint Drafting Subcommittee of Committees II and IV on Subsidie
on Primary Products. This was referred to a Joint Committee because
of its close association with the work being done on intergovernment
commodity arrangements by Committee IV. Part I — is there any
comment?

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand): "New Zealand" should be deleted. New Zealan
d was not on that Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: "New Zealand" is a misprint for "Netherlands". Delete
"New Zealand" and insert "Netherlands". With that amendment, is the
Part I agreed to? Part II, paragraph 1. Is there any comment on
paragraph 1?

Mr HELMORE (UK): Mr Chairman, may I speak not in my capacity as United
Kingdom delegate but as Chairman of Committee IV, which is now dead.
I think I am right in saying that the members of my Committee would
probably have preferred to say "the special difficulties referred to
in chapter 6" and not "the special difficulties which make necessary
the provisions of chapter 6".

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, this is in the second paragraph: "As concerns
primary products". The wording you suggest is to delete "which
make necessary the provisions of" and insert "referred to in"?
HELMORE (UK): Yes.

CHAIRMAN: I think that is an improvement. Is that amendment accepted?

Is there any further comment on paragraph 2. Then I take it as agreed. Paragraph 3.

LOKANATHAN (India): I should like to know the force of the "but" there in the fourth line of paragraph 3.

CHAIRMAN: You feel that it is incorrectly used?

LOKANATHAN (India): I do not quite follow. I suppose it refers to the elimination of the export subsidies, and only to the limitation of the latter - not the elimination of the latter.

CHAIRMAN: I take that to be the meaning, quite clearly, that the Article does look towards the early elimination of export subsidies, but, on the other hand, only to the limitation of general subsidies. Is that clear? Is there anything else on paragraph 3? That is agreed. Paragraph 4? Perhaps we ought to take the suggested changes one at a time.

(The Chairman called for comment sub-paragraph by sub-paragraph on 4 (a) to (j). There being no comment, these were taken as adopted.)

We take now the actual text of the Article. Paragraph 1?

SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, I am sorry at this late stage to make a suggestion which is, I think, to some degree a small suggestion of substance. I do not wish to provoke a discussion on the point. I merely suggest that it be noted for consideration by the Interim Drafting Committee or at a later stage. The suggestion would consist in adding after the words "such product" in the 5th line the words "or of closely competitive products". What I have in mind there is, for example, the case of synthetic and natural products which are liable to be closely competitive. As I say, I would be content if that were held over for consideration either by the Interim Drafting Committee or at whatever later stage may be appropriate. I should like just to mention it now. I will repeat my suggestion, which is that after the words "such product" in line 5 there might be added the words "or of closely competitive products".
THE CHAIRMAN: Is it agreed that we invite the Drafting Committee and the Second Session of this Committee to consider the possible inclusion of those words in the fifth line of this Article following the words "such product"? It is not proposed to include the words at this stage, but merely to record them with a request that the Drafting Committee, and, if necessary, the Second Session, consider this proposal. Is that agreeable?

Mr VIDELA (Chile): I should prefer to keep the present drafting.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is not proposed to alter the draft.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Not to alter the draft?

THE CHAIRMAN: No - merely to note this suggestion for consideration next year.

Mr VIDELA (Chile): With my reservation, Mr Chairman, because this practical part was not my responsibility; it was another member of the Chilean delegation.
THE CHAIRMAN: It is agreed that to note that suggestion for later consideration, recording also the comment of the Chilean delegate, that he is not in a position to judge whether that request should be made. Is there anything else on paragraph 1? Is that agreed? (Agreed). Paragraph 2.

MR LOKNATH (India): Mr Chairman, on page 8, line 5, it says, "but in any event not later than three years from the day on which this Charter enters into force." I think, Sir, the Indian delegation feel that three years is really too long a period, especially taking into account the fact that it may be another two years or eighteen months before the Charter comes into force, and if, as is obviously clear, export subsidies are likely to inflict greater injury upon other countries, there is no justification for giving such a long period; and we feel that one year will be as long as is warranted by the circumstances. Therefore, I should like either to move that amendment or, if that is not necessary, at least to make that point for future consideration.

THE CHAIRMAN: What specific period had you in mind?

MR LOKNATH (India): I would say, "but in any event not later than one year from the day on which this Charter comes into force." That in itself means somewhere about 1949 or 1950, and therefore that is quite a long period.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Indian delegate has suggested that the word "three" in the fifth line be amended to read "one," so that members would be required to give effect to this provision not later than one year from the date on which the Charter enters into force. Any comment on this amendment?

MR HAWKINS (US): Mr Chairman, I cannot say definitely that that would be acceptable from the point of view of the United States, but I think it would; but I just have not got the information to reach a decision upon it. My own legislation is involved in this Article, and it also involves a modification of the United States Statute. Now there is a question of how long is allowed to do that and that is therefore of some consequence to us. I recognize, however, that one year from the time the Charter comes into force is putting it still quite a way in advance, and I think that very likely we can accept it. I should prefer, however, to leave it over for further consideration at the Drafting Committee stage.
THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any other comment upon this?

MR TUNG (China): Mr Chairman, the Chinese delegation has already proposed a reservation on this point, and I wish to read that out: The adoption or maintenance of subsidies or similar measures to promote the production or exportation of certain special commodities in a Member country which has suffered from a chronic adverse balance of payments should be allowed until such a time as its equilibrium in the balance of payments will have been actually attained, when the question of such measures ------

THE CHAIRMAN: Excuse me. I should like to dispose of this particular amendment suggested by the Indian delegate before we deal with any others, if you would not mind waiting until we have done that.

MR TUNG (China): Very well.

THE CHAIRMAN: Could I have the views of any other delegations who wish to comment on the suggestion made by the Indian delegate that we should amend the word "three" in the fifth line to "one"?

MR ALMEIDA (Brazil): Mr Chairman, we understand the reasons of the United States delegation about her great difficulties to change the situation created with the subsidizing of cotton. We fully agree with the Indian delegate because three years is a very long time for this change. This Charter, and the provisions that the Conference will decide on, represent some changes in the legislation of all countries involved in it. Therefore I think the United States, to whom the whole world is owing the services as the forerunner in the field of the organization of economic peace, will make efforts to change that situation in a few months as the Indian delegate has suggested.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments on this?

MR LECUYER (France) (interpretation): Mr Chairman, I would see no objection from the French point of view, to the fixing of a lapse of one year instead of three years. I think, nevertheless, that quite a number of countries' legislations would be affected by this and that this would require change in many regulations. I think, therefore, it would be wise to reserve the matter, in order that it might be regulated at the time of the next Conference.

38.
THE CHAIRMAN: Could I suggest to the Indian delegate that it is clearly a fairly difficult thing for delegations to make a judgment at this stage as to what the implications of any period would be for them, and if it would meet his point we could add to the report a note that some delegates consider that three years is an unduly long period and that it was agreed that this matter should be examined again in the light of the views to be expressed later by the various delegations on the effect of this on their own legislation, or something of that sort.

MR LOKANATH (India): That would be quite satisfactory.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would that meet the delegate? We suggest that the precise wording should be worked out by the Secretariat. Is there anything else on paragraph 2?

MR LOKANATH (India): We have the record of the American delegate's speech also here, because that will be very useful.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR TUNG (China): Mr Chairman, I had not finished my statement. I want to read this. At the present stage of her economic development China still finds it necessary to rely on agricultural and mineral products to make up the principal items of her export trade. Such special products as wood oil, tea, silk, bristles, tungsten, tin, and so on, have long enjoyed an acknowledged position in the world markets and have for the past few decades given steady employment to large numbers of her working population. In view of the increasing foreign demands for these commodities, the Chinese Government has spared no effort to standardize their quality, to enlarge the capacity and reduce the cost of their production so as to give the world markets a more regular as well as plentiful supply at reasonable prices. To keep up these standards in the future, it will have to adopt or maintain such measures as subsidies or price support which are indispensable to its plans for promoting the production or exportation of the aforesaid special commodities. These measures, we need hardly point out, will have the effect not only of safeguarding the employment of a large section of the Chinese population, and of ensuring steady and economical...
supplies for the international markets, but also of increasing China's exchange resources to pay for her much needed imports and thereby serving to bring about her balance of international payments. As such, they are conducive to the achievement of the main aims of the proposed International Conference on Trade and Employment and their application should, therefore, not be limited by any fixed date and should be free of any restraint based on the data of any previous representative period. For these reasons, the Chinese delegation would like to place on record the following two-point reservation on Article 25 of the U.S. Draft Charter:

1) The adoption or maintenance of subsidies or similar measures to promote the production or exportation of certain special commodities in a Member country which has suffered from a chronic adverse balance of payments should be allowed until such a time as its equilibrium in the balance of payments will have been actually attained, when the question of such measures may be reconsidered through consultation by the countries concerned.

2) The share of any such special export in world trade, whether or not acquired as a result of the use of subsidies or similar measures, should not be subject to limitation by its share in world trade during any previous representative period, except when it is proved to be part of a burdensome world surplus.

The first point of the reservation applies to paragraph 2 here and the second point of the reservation applies to the following paragraph.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any comment on the first reservation submitted by the Chinese delegation? I shall be glad of the views of the Committee as to whether it is necessary for us to determine the manner in which this reservation will be recorded, or whether it will be incorporated in any way into the Articles themselves.

MR. H. J. KINGS (USA): I think it would be unwise to adopt the amendment. The effect of it would be that a country with an adverse balance of payments could subsidize exports possibly with a view or at least having the effect of, taking trade away from another country which may be in balance of payments difficulties; in other words, it might lead to, or in fact result
a 'virtual trade war. Therefore, I think the amendment is open to serious objection.

MR SHACKLE (UK): I would like to support the view, expressed by Mr Hawkins, on behalf of the U.K. delegation.

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any delegates who wish to support the reservation made by the Chinese delegate? If not, I would ask whether he would be content that it should be recorded?

MR TUNG (China): Yes, I wish it to be recorded.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comment on paragraph 2? If not, I take it paragraph 2 is agreed? (Agreed).

Gentlemen, the interpreters have asked me to request delegates not to begin speaking until they have been called upon by me. That gives them time to make the necessary adjustments.
MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): One point I would like to have made clear in respect of paragraph 3 of Article 25 concerns the returns to producers of primary products. We make a comparison here between the sale of a product for export at a price higher than the price charged for the like product to buyers in the domestic market. I think the comparison should be with the price paid to producers in the domestic market. I do not know just what was intended by the draftsman of the Article.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): My impression is that the draft Article as submitted for the consideration of this Committee did make as its test of what is an export subsidy the relation between the export price and the price charged to domestic buyers, not the price charged to home producers. There is, I think, a particular reason for that, namely, that general subsidies to home producers are permitted under the first paragraph of the Article—subject, of course, to conditions—and for that reason it was thought that the appropriate test was the price to home buyers, not the price paid to home producers.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does that meet the point raised by the delegate for New Zealand?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): I do not know that we could accept that, Mr Chairman. We would like to have an opportunity to give further consideration to this. Perhaps it could be noted in the report that this matter would be subject to further consideration.

THE CHAIRMAN: We could say: "One delegation raised the question of whether the comparison made in this paragraph should not be between the export price and the price paid to domestic producers, but asked for further time to consider this question." If we included words to that effect in the record would that meet your point?

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes; and that we asked that a later opportunity be given to us to consider this matter.

THE CHAIRMAN: "...and that a later opportunity be given to the delegation to consider this matter".

MR VIDELA (Chile): Mr Chairman, I only wanted to remind the Committee that, when we started discussions, I put forward an example, and I trust that example was taken into consideration by the Sub-Committee. I was not there. I said at the time the discussion started that the wool produced in the centre of Chile had a different price from other wool produced by big enterprises in the south of Chile only for export; and I remember that the Australian delegate gave a fur
example, and said that in his view both examples related to domestic subsidies and were not to be considered as relating to export subsidies. Perhaps that explanation will satisfy the New Zealand delegate.

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: I have a small point to raise on something which is not quite clear. Who are the "buyers in the domestic market"? When you sell certain products abroad on the domestic market you mostly find that you have different kinds of buyers, so I would ask: is it sufficiently clear as we have it here?

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Might I suggest that probably the answer to that lies in the word "comparable" - "the comparable price". That surely means the price in a comparable transaction, the price to a domestic buyer for, shall we say, a wholesale purchase of a similar size to the export sale. I think that probably that is the key to this.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there anything further on this paragraph? May I take it that paragraph 3 is agreed? (Agreed.)

Paragraph 4. Is there any comment on 4(a)? Is it agreed? (Agreed.)

4(b). Any comments? (Agreed.)

4(c). Any comments?

MR TUNG (China): I have already made my point of reservation. Shall I read it again?

THE CHAIRMAN: You have made your reservation, and that is embodied in the report. Is there any further comment on 4(c)? I take it that is agreed. (Agreed.)

Paragraph 5. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

You will recall that in examining the first part of this report an error was noted in the names of the delegations who were on the Sub-Committee. I understand that there are other errors there also, and I think the Committee can take it that the Secretariat will check the precise composition of this Sub-Committee and will amend Part I to accord with the facts of the case.

MR VIDELA (Chile): Mr Chairman, if any of the delegates would like to look up the particular point I referred to a few moments ago, the reference to it is C.II/IV/6, pages 32 and 33; and the Australian delegate was Mr McCarthy. He gave the example of butter on that particular point.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would those delegates who are interested in consulting the record please note the reference: C.II/IV/6.

Now, is there anything further on this report? I take it, then, that the Report on Subsidies in relation to Primary Products and the relevant Articles covering subsidies of all kinds is approved. (Agreed.) We must again record our thanks to the Sub-Committee concerned. Is it your wish that we adjourn now for tea? (Agreed.)
After a short adjournment:


Part I. Any comment on Part I? I take it Part I is agreed.

Part II. Shall we take these sub-paragraphs in order?
The Report states: "The provisions of Article 26 of the Draft Charter were, on the whole, deemed acceptable to the Sub-Committee on State Trading, subject to the modifications indicated below."

Any comment on Paragraph 1? I take it Paragraph 1 is agreed.

Any comment on Paragraph 2?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Mr. Chairman, I think it might be worth while to pick up what appears to be a clerical error in the last line of Paragraph 2. I think the word "effecting" should be "affecting".

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that correct, Mr. Shackle?

MR. SHACKLE (UK): Yes, that is right, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any other comment on Paragraph 2? I take it Paragraph 2 is agreed. Paragraph 3? Paragraph 3 agreed. Paragraph 4?

MR. SHACKLE (UK): In the last line I think the word "that" should be "the".

THE CHAIRMAN: Delete "that" in the last line of Paragraph 4 and insert "the" - "the provisions of Article 30 of the Charter."

Agreed? Any other comment on Paragraph 4? Paragraph 4 agreed.

Any comment on Paragraph 5? I take it Paragraph 5 is agreed.

Paragraph 6: Any comment on Paragraph 6? I take it that is agreed.

Any comment on Paragraph 7?

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Mr. Chairman, I have been instructed to make a statement on Article 27, related with Article 26. I will reserve it for Article 27.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comment on Paragraph 7? I take it Paragraph 7 is agreed.
"Expansion of Trade by State Monopolies of Individual Products".

"The principle underlying Article 27 of the Draft Charter, being the counterpart of paragraph 1 of Article 18 of that Charter, was considered generally acceptable by the Sub-Committee. The changes which were recommended and which are listed below serve mainly two purposes - first, to provide a more accurate basis for the determination of the 'negotiable margins', and secondly, to take into account the special nature of fiscal monopolies."

Can we take these sub-paragraphs one by one? Paragraph 1.

MR. MELANDER (Norway): Mr. Chairman, we have a general reservation to make on Article 27. I do not think it would be useful at this stage to go into the details, and I think therefore that the best thing would be to insert a reference here on this page 3, which we are now discussing, to the effect that "One delegation made a reservation as to its attitude towards the proposed Article 27", and I would there refer to the statement which our delegation sent to the Secretary of Committee II on the 22nd November.

THE CHAIRMAN: Can we put that appropriately, do you think, at the end of the section of the Report dealing with the Expansion of Trade by State Monopolies of Individual Products?

MR. MELANDER (Norway): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: We could make it Paragraph 7. Do you wish to state the nature of your reservation, or make it quite general?
Mr MELANDER (Norway): I think I would rather make it quite general. It refers particularly to import monopolies and the price policy; but it is better to leave it as a general reservation, I think.

THE CHAIRMAN: We add there, as paragraph 7: "One delegation found it necessary" or "wished to reserve its position generally upon this Article".

Mr MELANDER (Norway): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall we take these sub-paragraphs one by one, (The Chairman called for comment on paragraphs 1 to 5 paragraph by paragraph. There being no comment, these were taken as adopted.)

THE CHAIRMAN: Paragraph 6?

Mr SHACKLE (UK): "selling prices", of course, in line 3.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, That is the last word inside the parenthesis. Is there any comment on paragraph 6, I take it paragraph 6 is agreed. Paragraph 7 would include a general reservation made by the Norwegian delegate. I understand the delegate for Chile to say he wished to raise a point on this Article?

Mr VIDELA (Chile): Yes, Mr Chairman. When the general discussion on this matter was open, I remember that as the Chilean delegate I raised this question of commercial considerations, and I may refer to C.II/PV/5, page 38, and the question I raised was answered by Mr Hawkins. The reference is C.II/PV/6, page 7, where Mr Hawkins said: "The Delegate for Chile enquired whether an export monopoly could charge different prices in different markets. That is more or less the obvious answer of a previous question which I have just commented on. The answer, though, specifically would be: If this is done for commercial reasons — such, for example, as meeting local competitive conditions. We think that entirely consistent with the provision; in other words, I think I am merely agreeing with the proposition as the Chilean Delegate put it". I have been instructed by the Chilean delegation to make this statement, Mr Chairman:—

The Chilean Delegation fully appreciates the difficulties which the sub-committee has had to contend with in trying to reconcile the points of view expressed by the different Delegations on the question of State enterprises and State trading. As you so right
said, and I think also Mr Hawkins, this is an entirely new field in which experience has been limited. The subject, however, is a very important one, more so today when so many enterprises, especially in small countries, come under that category. As Article 26 now stands, it covers substantially the views expressed by the different Delegations. To us it is quite clear that an enterprise coming under the category of a State enterprise can, for commercial considerations, practise different levels of prices in different markets. However, it seems to us that there is an apparent contradiction between what is set out in Article 26 and what is said in Article 27, sub-paragraph b. Here it is said that in the case of an export monopoly, the margin etc., etc. This seems to us to nullify what is set out in Article 26. For example, if an export monopoly product is sold in the home market at, say, 10, and the maximum margin to cover freight, insurance, etc., is another 10, the price in the export market would then be 20. But supposing that for commercial considerations that country has to sell it at 18, then since the maximum margin of 10 is a constant factor, it would appear that the home market price would have been cut to 8, which would not be allowed under sub-paragraph b. We do not, at this stage, wish to find words to cover this contingency, as it might involve a lengthy discussion and we are pressed for time. However, the Chilean Delegation would request that this point be brought to the attention of the Interim Drafting Committee, so that when it meets next January it can further explore it with a view to make it more clear. That is all, Mr Chairman.

Mr. SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, there is just one comment I would like to make on that point. That is that there is no compulsion, of course, at all to have any export margin; it is merely if one wants to put up something which is equivalent to an export tax; and all this does is that if one does want to put up something equivalent to an export tax, if it happens to be done by something equivalent to a State export monopoly, then if some other country comes along and wants to negotiate about the level of that margin, it can do so, just in the same way as it would have been allowed to negotiate about an export tax. I think possibly with that explanation the difficulty felt
by the Chilean delegate may to a considerable extent disappear.
At least, I hope so.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does that meet the Chilean delegate's point?

Mr VIDEALA (Chile): I think so. I must refer this point to my delega-

I thank the United Kingdom delegate for his explanation.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there anything further on this paragraph? The next
paragraph deals with "Expansion of Trade by Complete State Monopolies
of Import Trade". The report says: "Although Article 28 of the Draft
Charter was not discussed as to substance, it was decided that it
should remain provisionally as it appears in the Draft Charter, sub-
to possible consideration at a later stage." It is quite possible,
Mr Shackle?

Mr SHACKLE (UK): We hesitate to make prophecies. That is all. It
depends on whether the country concerned comes to discuss the matter
with us or not.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any comment on this paragraph?

Mr KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, if I may suggest it, I think
no harm would be done if the words "subject to possible considera-
at a later stage" were deleted. I would find it useful.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): I have no objection to that, Sir.

THE CHAIRMAN: It is suggested that we delete all words after "Charter"
in the third line.

Mr KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that agreeable? There is the word "provisionally".
Is there any comment on that? I take it that this paragraph as
amended is agreed to. Now we take the actual draft Articles as
embodied in the appendix. Article 26, paragraph 1. Is there any
comment? You will notice the square brackets which were referred to
in paragraph 2 of Part II of the report. Is there any comment on
this paragraph? I take it that this paragraph 1 is agreed.

Paragraph 2?

Mr TUNG (China): Mr Chairman, referring to the phrase "for governmen-
use and not for re-sale" in paragraph 2, Article 26, I just want
to have the following statement recorded: The Chinese Delegation
accepts this phrase only with the understanding that supplies for
"governmental use" include supplies for administrative uses, supplies for public works and all other types of government supplies which are not for re-sale. That is all. Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chinese view will be recorded.

Mr SHACKLE (UK): I would like to say just this, Sir, that I think that is to some extent implied in paragraph 5 of the covering report, the third sentence: "The discussion on this latter point was prompted by the consideration that in some countries purchases of industrial and other equipment of various types"—. I do not know whether the covering report will be taken in the future as interpretative of what the Articles are intended to mean, but that clearly implies a construction of "governmental" which is somewhat like that which the Chinese delegate would wish to see, I think.

Mr TUNG (China): Yes, it is in the report there; but I just want to make that note so that there will not be any misunderstanding at all.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Paragraph 2: any further comment? I take it paragraph 2 is agreed. Paragraph 3 — any comment? Paragraph 3 is agreed. Article 27, paragraph 1?

Mr SHACKLE (UK): The brackets, of course, stand there for the reason which has already been mentioned in the report, that Article 28 is itself there purely provisionally. Consequently, these words which refer to it are similarly provisional.

THE CHAIRMAN: My attention has been drawn to the fact that in sub-paragraph (b), the words following the word "after" in the fourth line should commence a new line, since the wording there "after due allowance in either case" refers not only to sub-paragraph (b) but also to sub-paragraph (a).
MR SHACKLE (UK): I think it might help matters if we had some more breaking up in the lines in the following paragraph. The sentence which begins: "Members newly establishing any such monopoly" is really a separate point, so that, although I would not wish to suggest a separate numbered paragraph, I think we might have a new line there also.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comments on this paragraph? I take it paragraph 1 is agreed? (Agreed). Paragraph 2. (Agreed). Article 28, as you see, is in square brackets in accordance with the relevant paragraph of the report, to indicate that it is included provisionally. I take it that is agreed. (Agreed)

That completes our examination of the report of the Sub-Committee on State Trading. Again, it remains only to thank the Committee for their very valuable work. You will recall that in view of the action taken arising from the work of the Technical Sub-Committee it was necessary to prepare for inclusion in the report for publication a section dealing with the work of the Technical Sub-Committee. A draft has now been prepared by the Secretariat and has been circulated for discussion. I suggest that we might now deal with that. It is document E/PC/T/C.II/64. Part I is precisely the same as in the draft of the Sub-Committee's report itself, and I suggest that we might adopt that without further discussion. (Agreed). Part II is a summary prepared for the purpose of publication for inclusion in the report. Shall we look at Part II?

MR SHACKLE (UK): I would like to suggest a small verbal change; it is in the second sub-paragraph, not the first, the fourth line: "If adequate time had been allowed." I would suggest that it should read: "If more time had been available."

THE CHAIRMAN: The suggested amendment is to delete, in the fourth line of the second sub-paragraph, the words "adequate" and "allowed" and replace them by "more" and "available" respectively. So that the sentence would read: "A greater degree of unanimity might have been possible if more time had been available." Is that agreed to? (Agreed). Is there any further comment on these two paragraphs? I take it they are agreed? (Agreed). Article 9. Is 50.
there any comment on Article 9?

MR MORTON (Australia): The second part of Article 9 appearing in the Report, Mr Chairman, the first line, reads: "It was felt that national treatment could not be applied to the procurement by governmental agencies of supplies for governmental use and not for re-sale." I suggest that the word "national" is entirely opposite to what was intended and that the phrase "most-favoured-nation treatment" should be used there rather than the words "national treatment." It has reference to Article 8, which you will remember has been agreed to read: "The provisions of this Article shall not apply to procurement."

THE CHAIRMAN: This sentence is a direct quotation from the report of the Sub-Committee itself, the second paragraph of which did begin in precisely that way.

MR MORTON (Australia): Article 8 as agreed to now would permit countries making governmental purchases full freedom to purchase national products, but no country should be entitled to use the most-favoured-nation consideration in regard to governmental purchases.

MR SHACKLE (UK): Mr Chairman, I am not entirely sure that I have grasped the point accurately. But the position as it appears to me is this. Article 8 is not concerned with national treatment. It is concerned only with most-favoured-nation treatment. It is true that it incorporates by reference certain provisions of Article 9 which are concerned with national treatment. When we came to discuss this matter in the Procedures Sub-Committee the point was made that it would be difficult for many countries to agree to a requirement of national treatment as regards governmental procurement of supplies which were not for re-sale, and an amendment was made in one sentence of Article 9 accordingly; a corresponding consequential amendment was made in Article 8 so as to produce correspondence. Then, when we came to deal with this matter in the State Trading Sub-Committee we felt we had to deal with it on the lines which we had already seen when we were considering the State Trading Sub-Committee's report just now, namely, paragraph 2 of Article 26 in paper T/22, which we have just read: 51.
"The foregoing provisions of this Article relate to purchases by State enterprises for re-sale." In other words, the principle of equality of treatment of commercial considerations applies to purchases by State enterprises for re-sale. It goes on: "With respect to purchases by State enterprises for governmental use and not for re-sale members agree to accord to the commerce of other members fair and equitable treatment, having full regard to all the relevant circumstances," which is a rather looser phrase. I hope that this explanation will have made clear the position in which I conceive that matter has been left.

MR MORTON (Australia): Do I understand that by the words "national treatment" you mean "universality of treatment" and not just treatment on a national basis?

MR SHACKLE (UK): No, by national treatment I meant the same sense in which that term is commonly used either in commercial treaties or in - what shall I say? - works about commercial treaties, namely, that it means the same treatment for a foreign product as is accorded to a national product.

MR MORTON (Australia): I understood that to apply, in which case that sentence is correct.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further comment on Article 9? I take it Article 9 is agreed? (Agreed).

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, this is more or less a point of procedure, but I had understood that the report of the Technical Sub-Committee was adopted as a working document and that the whole matter was to be referred to the Drafting Committee. I am wondering why now we are going into these Articles here. I should have thought that the appropriate disposition of the subject would have been to include the first two paragraphs only, leaving the whole matter for further consideration in the Drafting Committee. The discussion here, if that was the sense of the decision, was that anything done here tends to prejudice or limit the freedom of the Drafting Committee when considering this question.

MR RODRIGUES (Brazil): Mr Chairman, in the Technical Sub-Committee I had occasion to explain---

THE CHAIRMAN: The Delegate of the United States has raised a point which
is in-effect a point of order, and I would like to dispose of that before we go any further.

The United States delegate has suggested that it was the decision of this Committee, when it considered the Technical Sub-Committee's report, that the report should be approved as a working document only and should be referred to be dealt with by the Drafting Committee in accordance with its terms of reference.
He has pointed out that by the inclusion in this report of any form of summary of the work of the Technical Sub-Committee there is a danger that some of the issues involved in these Articles on which there was difference of opinion expressed may be prejudged, and he suggests, in effect, that we should delete the whole of this report in so far as it refers to particular Articles and merely add, after the first two paragraphs of Part II, an explanation that the Committee considered therefore that the report should be approved as a working document and referred to the Drafting Committee for further examination. Would that be the effect of what you would suggest?

MR HAWKINS (USA): Yes. My idea was that you could stop with the first two paragraphs that they would really be self-sufficient, since they explain what the action had been.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Might I support that suggestion of Mr Hawkins?

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there any other comments?

MR KUNSÍ (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I would very warmly support the American suggestion; I think it is quite right and the only really sensible thing to do at this stage of our work.

MR JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Would it be necessary to mention the numbers of the Articles in question for the purpose of giving reference to them?

THE CHAIRMAN: They are covered in the first part of the report, where the Articles referred to this Technical Sub-Committee are listed. Speaking as Chairman of the Committee, I do feel that the suggestion Mr Hawkins has made is the correct one. I think there would be real danger in any attempt to summarise the work of the Committee, and that some injustice might be done to particular views or reservations made by individual delegations, and I would therefore suggest, for formal reasons, that it would be wise to adopt the suggestion of the United States delegate.

Do the Committee agree with that view? The proposal is that Part II of the Report stop at the words "January 1947", deleting the words, "The substance of the discussions is given below" and all subsequent material embodied in the report.

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Including the concluding remarks, I gather?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we could delete that part, too. Since the concluding remarks also are in the working document, it does not seem necessary to include them here. I suggest that we delete the whole of the remainder. Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

The suggestion has been made that we ought perhaps to amend the first part of the Report, in paragraph 5, to add to the last sentence, "The Final Report of the
Sub-Committee was submitted to the main Committee and approved as a working document." Is that agreed? (Agreed.)

With those changes, then, I take it that this material for inclusion in the report of Committee II is approved. (Agreed.)

There remains only the consideration of the matter of "Relations with Non-Members". Here we have the benefit of a report prepared for the consideration of the Committee by Mr Shackle of the United Kingdom Delegation. Would you like to comment on this, Mr Shackle?

MR SHACKLE (U.K.): Well, Sir, I have tried to make this paper self-explanatory and really I think there is very little I would wish to add, but merely to invite questions upon it. It tentatively suggests a kind of conclusion, which is that we might put into the paper that comes out from Committee II alternative versions of the Article which is now numbered 31, but both, as it were, in square brackets, and entirely provisionally, for further consideration, one being Article 31 of the United States Draft Charter, the other being the revised version which is contained in the Annex on the last page of this paper.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think we might crystallise our consideration of this question if we turn to paragraph 5 of Mr Shackle's Memorandum, on page 6, where he summarises the possible lines of action open to the Committee; and I think if we could decide as to which of those three possibilities the Committee favours, it would be then relatively simple to decide the content of the Articles concerned.

The possible lines of action open to the Committee are referred to by Mr Shackle in the following way: "(a) to omit from the draft convention any provisions on the question, leaving it entirely to the general conference; (b) to include a draft Article on the lines of Article 31 of the United States draft, with an indication that it is no more than a possible basis for discussion by the conference; (c) an alternative form of article on the lines suggested in the Annex. Balancing the various considerations described above, the Committee may, perhaps, feel it advisable to include in the draft convention both the alternative forms of draft Article indicated at (b) and (c) above, with an explanation that these are submitted solely as possible bases for discussion by the conference."

MR HAWKINS (USA): I should be inclined to favour (b), not that I have any objection to the draft as presented - in fact, I think it is pretty good - but for this reason. We do not seem to be leaving the matter open for discussion at a later conference if we start drafting now, and I should think the best way to handle
this would be really to leave it open: to put the Article in the draft in brackets, with the comment that this subject is left for consideration by the World Conference.

MR KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, in the general discussion of the Conference and in the general discussion of this Committee we made it quite clear that we considered this point of major importance, so much so that we feel that even the practicability of those Articles on which we agreed very much depended on this Article. Therefore I submit to you, Mr Chairman, that we should accept (a); and in so doing I would like to stress this point and insist on the omission from the draft convention of any provisions on the question, thus leaving it entirely to the general Conference to decide it, and making it quite clear that we are doing so in view of the great importance of this Article for the whole result of the Conference.

MR HAWKINS (USA): Mr Chairman, I think that the history of this question is such that to adopt alternative (a) and to put out a report in a draft that made no mention of this question would tend to prejudice the question. There was a provision in the draft Charter - Article 31 - which the United States put forward for consideration. Its complete omission would imply that there will be no such provision or no provision of any kind on this subject in the Charter. My sole point (and I do not think my view differs greatly from the view of the delegate of Czechoslovakia) is really to leave the question open. I think the omission of the Article - the omission of any text or reference to the subject - tends to prejudice the case in view of the fact that it was included in the draft that we submitted.
MR. MELANDER (Norway): Mr. Chairman, like the delegate for Czecho-
slovakia I would say that this problem with which we are now
dealing is of major importance, and I may say that our view was
and is that it would be very difficult to adopt anything like
the originally suggested Charter Article 31. On the other hand,
I appreciate the view put forward by the delegate of the United
States, that it would be better to just leave the text as it
was in the original Charter put forward by the United States
and make a specific point commenting upon it, to the effect
that this question has been left completely open and that it is
open to further discussion at a later stage.

THE CHAIRMAN: You would support alternative (b)?

MR. MELANDER (Norway): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: Any further comment?

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: May I ask, is it the intention to leave it until
the World Conference?

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not think that is necessarily the decision. It
is left at the present time. If the circumstances at the April
Conference were such as to make its consideration easier it
might be considered there, although it is rather hard to see
how, in respect of having the necessary information to determine
this question, we could be very much further advanced in April.

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN: I only ask this question for this reason: would
we have to say in the Report that we have left it entirely open
until we have had a World Conference, or do we say only that
we have left it entirely open, or do we say that we have left
it open for possible discussion at a later stage? There are
three things to choose from.

MR. MELANDER (Norway): I would suggest that we put in the comment
that we leave it open until a later stage — for discussion at a
later stage — and then it is up to us to see how things
develop, and we can consider all possibilities.
MR. LEGUYER (France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, I agree with the opinion of the Norwegian delegate that under the circumstances it is quite important to take no decision at the moment. I think the best solution might be one of making an annex to the text, this annex including Article 31 of the American draft. Therefore, the Committee would not take upon itself any decision concerning this Article, while bringing to the attention of the Conference that such an Article did exist and should be considered.

MR. SHACKLE (UK): On behalf of the United Kingdom delegation I should be prepared to accept the suggestion made by Mr. Hawkins, and as to what is said in our Report, I think we might very well say that the matter is left open for a later stage.

MR. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, I am very sorry, but I feel that if we leave the text even in brackets it might still give the impression that the United States delegation is still behind this proposal, and I do not know if it is quite a fact. Secondly, it indicates any kind of thought on this matter. Why not simply just give an indication that there is room for and that we intend to put there an Article on relations with non-Members, and leave it like that, with the addition that the problem will be studied and decided at a later stage or at the World Conference. I am rather reluctant to present this published document with this Article as it is proposed by the United States still intact in it, even if we put some kind of remark in relation to it.

THE CHAIRMAN: The suggestion of the delegate of Czechoslovakia would, as I understand it, mean that in the appendix there would be a heading, "Article so and so - Relations with Non-Members", and then a note that this question is left for further consideration at a later stage.

MR. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Exactly.
THE CHAIRMAN: Without any draft, either the original American or any alternative.

MR. HARKINS (US): Mr. Chairman, I think we need to have enough in the Report to indicate the nature of the question. I would be willing to drop it from the text - not have it in the text - if the Report indicates a little more clearly what the problem is and the nature of the question, rather than simply saying "Relations with Non-Members".

THE CHAIRMAN: As I understood the proposition of the delegate of Czechoslovakia it concerned itself only with the Article. If we agree on that, or if we could make a decision on what is to be included in the appendix where the various draft Articles are placed, we could then turn to the question of what should be said in the Report. I think it is fairly clear we should want something rather more than that there.

MR. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): I agree with Mr. Harkins's suggestion that it should be clearly stated that the Article will be about.

THE CHAIRMAN: Could we agree then that in the appendix which includes the draft Articles the only reference to this would be the number of an Article and a heading, "Relations with Non-Members", with a note to the effect that this had been left for further consideration at a later stage? Is that agreeable?

Then it will be necessary for us to decide what should be said in the draft Report itself, and here it would obviously be necessary to say rather more than that. Has Mr. Shackleton got a suggested wording that might do for the Report?

MR. SHACKLE (UK): Perhaps the simplest plan would be to quote the original American draft Article in the Report, and simply say that consideration of the question which it raised was left over.

MR. KUNOSI (Czechoslovakia): Mr. Chairman, I feel I have to thank you and Mr. Harkins for the great understanding you have shown in seeing my difficulties.
THE CHAIRMAN: Will a Report in the terms suggested by Mr. Shackleton be acceptable? I take it that is agreed. That dispenses of the Report dealing with Relations with Non-Members, and I think we are very much indebted to Mr. Shackleton for his work on this matter.

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): If I might raise a point of order at this stage in connection with the question of Subsidies and Stabilized Price Policies which we were discussing a short time ago, I just wanted to place on record that the New Zealand delegation had submitted a paper on that, the number of which is E/PC/T/C.II/23. I have only to assume that it was taken into consideration by the Committee which considered that subject, but I would like to call attention to it again, so that it could be taken into consideration by the Interim Drafting Committee. Thank you.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it is desirable that in the formal part of the Report on these questions reference should be made to any documents which were before the Sub-Committee. I think that is the usual practice, and if reference was not made to the New Zealand document on this question, then I would suggest that the Secretariat be asked to include a reference to it and to any other documents, formally submitted documents, which were before the Sub-Committee. Will that meet your point?

MR. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): Yes, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any further business?

MR. HAWKINS (US): There is one matter of business, fully as important as anything we have done because it is so closely related to it, and that is, to express the admiration and appreciation of the Committee for its Chairman. I think we are deeply indebted to him. (Applause).

MR. VIDELA (Chile): Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a word here and to pay a special tribute to your work, because the
Chilean delegation is, I may say, proud to have nominated you as our Chairman.

Also I should like to refer to the ladies accompanying us. I would like to pay a special tribute to the ladies who have, with their presence and their devoted and silent work, made our duty more agreeable. In other times ladies and gentlemen devoted their time, in looking for an escape, in the old and pleasant game of "Labyrinthine", which one can still play at the Hampton Court Palace. In our time we expend our days and nights in trying to find more and more "escape clauses...". And I must say that although this game is not so pleasant, we must be grateful for the company of the ladies.

THE CHAIRMAN: I should like to thank the delegates for the kind things which Mr. Hawkins said about me and which they accepted. I can only say that I have been happy to have been of service to the Committee, and to assure you that the task which I have had to do has been made easy by the very genuine assistance and co-operation I have had from all members, and, furthermore, all by the very real desire which they have shown to work to a common end in the solution of the very difficult things with which we have had to deal. Thank you. (Applause).

I am sure all the delegations will join with the delegate of Chile in his thanks to the staff, male and female. (Applause).

The meeting is closed.

The meeting closed at 5.58.